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A review of 2018
“The challenges facing the
learning disability social care
sector are still very real.
In spite of these, and thanks
to a robust turnaround plan
and the determination of
our staff teams, we have moved
from a critical financial position
last year to a more stable,
secure one this year...
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“...We’ve done this by renegotiating fees to reflect
increasing staffing costs and managing costs tightly.
We’ve also made a number of property sales of
assets to make sure we can cover any increased
costs that are required following any legal changes
regarding sleep-in shift payments.

Importantly, we have also maintained
our high compliance ratings by the
CQC with 85%* of our services being
rated as good or outstanding.

Our Royal Patron HRH
The Princess Royal hosting
a celebratory Hft event

We have continued to respond to growing demand
for services for those with more complex needs and
challenging behaviour. In January we introduced
our first service across the border in Wales, with the launch of a new day
opportunities service in Flintshire. We also opened two new services in
Gloucestershire and one in Bedfordshire to reach out and support more
people using our unique Fusion Model of Support.
Over the last year Hft has been involved in seeking clarity from the Government
on the national sleep-in issue. Despite sharing in the sector’s frustration at the
lack of political progress, we have continued our efforts to inform and influence,
positioning ourselves as pragmatic and solutions-focused.
We have continued to explore new, transformational models of care that focus
on commissioning support to improve outcomes for the people we support.
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We are now into the second year of our Expert Practitioner Model pilot partnering
with several local authorities to demonstrate how Graduate Trainee Expert
Practitioners can work alongside our staff teams to transform service delivery
in a sustainable way.

Growing, developing and retaining quality staff
is critical for our future success.
As the recruitment crisis has continued it has been more important than ever to
share what it’s like to be part of our team and the real impact and difference our
staff teams make to the lives of the people we support. We have continued to
consult our staff Partnership Forum on important issues at Hft, making sure the
views of our staff teams continue to shape our thinking.
We also continued to celebrate the outstanding achievements
of our teams at our fourth staff Fusion Awards.

We know our staff teams
are what make us stand out.
We are committed to investing in and
developing the people who work with us.
I’m proud of the work that they do and
hope you enjoy reading a snapshot of it
in this annual review.”
Robert Longley-Cook
Chief Executive
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What have we done
to make a difference?
This year I’d like to pay tribute to the hard work of our staff
teams, who have continued to push for excellence and
growth in the face of high staff turnover, financial pressure
and organisational change.
Inspired by the launch of our new business model, Fusion Biz,
those who work for us have found ways to work smarter,
improve processes and systems, and increase income.
The active involvement of those we support continues
to gain strength, giving voice to people with learning
disabilities. We launched ‘Walk in our shoes’
a campaign to encourage the Prime Minister to
consider the difficulties faced by people with
learning disabilities. This campaign saw people
we support deliver custom-made shoes to 10
Downing Street. It was launched at the request
of the people we support involved in our
inclusion group, Voices to be Heard.
The involvement of people we support
in their services is one of the key areas
for growth highlighted in our new
Charitable Services strategy. We now
have a new Involvement Coordinator
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to support this. In June, we celebrated our charitable services at the
House of Lords, in the presence of our Patron, Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal. We highlighted the importance of volunteering and
the real difference our Family Carer Support Service makes to the lives
of the family carers they work with.
Our Personalised Technology (PT) team have reduced their reliance on
fundraised income by extending their services externally and working with
local authorities and other providers to offer assessments, training and
consultancy services. This year they will also be offering a PT installation
service as well. In the past year, the team have completed more than 40
external PT assessments and ten training sessions; raising valuable funds.
To mark its 10th anniversary, our friendship and dating service,
Luv2meetU, also increased its reach, with the opening of a new
service in Newcastle.
Overall we continue to review, improve and grow – thanks to the
dedication of our staff whose care and passion helps the people
we support to live the best lives possible.
Baroness Judith Jolly
Chair of Trustees
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An Hft campaign to make sure
the voices of people with learning
disabilities are heard.
Launched in March 2018, Walk in our shoes
is our first campaign run by the people
we support, for the people we support.
After getting involved in the United
Nation’s investigation into disability
rights in the UK, our speak-out group,
Voices to be Heard (VtbH) wanted
a campaign to call their own...
Walk in our shoes plays on
Prime Minister Theresa May’s love
of fancy footwear, and the
well-known phrase “to understand
someone, walk a mile in their shoes”.
It calls on MPs to spend time with those
with learning disabilities to gain a better
understanding of what life is like for them.
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Billy Davis – Public Affairs and Policy Manager,
Becky – Chair of VtbH, Henry – Vice Chair, Cynthia Webb – Hft

People supported by Hft submitted photos of themselves and their
favourite pair of shoes, explaining the biggest challenges
they faced as someone with a learning disability.
In May 2017 a ‘Thunderclap’ was launched on social media calling on Theresa
May to ask her MPs to visit their local Hft service and find out what it’s like to
#walkinourshoes, helping to spread the word to over 70,000 people.
In June, members of VtbH delivered a custom-made pair of shoes – decorated
with the faces of people supported by Hft – along with their stories, to 10
Downing Street.
In July, we received a letter from Theresa May thanking us for the shoes and
congratulating VtbH on the work they have been doing to promote the rights of
people with learning disabilities.
VtbH are now inviting local MPs to visit them in Hft services to hear first-hand
what everyday life is like for them.
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Celebrating 40
years of service
Anna Kendry is a Support Worker
based at our Moreton-in-Marsh
service in Gloucestershire, which
was recently rated as outstanding
by CQC. Anna has worked at Hft
for over 40 years. She shared her
experience of four decades with Hft.
What inspired you to start working at Hft?
I began working at one of Hft’s services as a Craft Instructor in the late 1970s.
I had always been creative and was keen to inspire and help people with
learning disabilities to develop their creative skills.

How has your role with Hft changed over time?
As time has gone on, we’ve become increasingly focused on offering personcentred support. I’ve really enjoyed having the opportunity to help the people
I support to develop their independence and confidence. I also like to pick up
on an individual’s interests and enjoy experiencing related outings together.

What has been one of the best things about working
for Hft for 40 years?
As many of the people we support have been with us for so long, we have been
able to grow old together, develop and flourish. That is something really special.
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Ten years of friendship
People with learning disabilities can often find it difficult
to meet new friends and get out and about.
Recognising this challenge, Luv2meetU, a friendship and dating agency for
adults with learning disabilities, launched in 2007 and has gone from strength
to strength. Fast forward ten years and a team of volunteers and staff now run
around 50 events every month across the north of England. Team members
also provide a chaperone service on first dates, and run workshops on topics
including personal safety and developing confidence.
We recently celebrated a milestone anniversary – a decade of Luv2meetU!
The occasion was marked with a special day of celebration with 150 members
and supporters of Luv2meetU coming together to celebrate with live music,
DJs, a hog roast, and crafts.
Luv2meetU now supports over 250 people
Peter at a Luv2meetU event
to build meaningful friendships, enjoy
social activities, make new friends
and build relationships.
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2017-2018

An Hft year
in numbers

55
years of

Over
2,900

people
supported

10 years of our
Luv2meetU service,
supporting over
250 people
last year alone
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Income Expenditure

£85m £78.7m
total total

£77.8m £76.6m
services services

£2.4m £1.2m

fundraising fundraising

£0.6m £0.9m
other other

£4.1m

profit on sale of assets

42 family campaign
champions signed up

to help us campaign about the
issues affecting their relatives

85%

of our services
rated by CQC
good or outstanding
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Volunteers gave

8,500 hours

of support

2,500
employees

Our 4 values in action:
4 new services
created across
the country,
including our
1st service
in Wales –
Hft Flintshire

We are all unique
and our differences
make us stronger

joined us in our
mission last year

We have the courage
to listen, speak up
and take action
We care about how
we work in partnership
with others
We are always looking
for the best way of
doing things

300 people
341 items of
we support
Personailsed
involved in our
Technology
Voices to be Heard
installed in
programme
people’s homes

£2.4m
donated
and raised
by Hft
supporters
to fund
our vital
charitable
services
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Helping Lorraine enjoy
the holiday of a lifetime
Lorraine has been
supported by our
Worcestershire
team for 11 years.

Lorraine
with Brett
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When Lorraine began being supported by us, she was very nervous
and had to be shadowed by support staff; she didn’t want to go
anywhere by herself. But after finding out about Lorraine’s love of horses,
staff were determined to make her dream holiday a reality – staying on
a ranch in America.
Hft staff supported Lorraine to save her own money, until finally she could
book a holiday to Arizona. Lorraine enjoyed her holiday so much that she
recently went again – this time to Oklahoma. Both holidays involved going
to the airport, a daunting experience for Lorraine. Helen, Lorraine’s support
worker, organised practice visits to the airport so that when the time came,
she felt happy and confident with the situation. Accompanied by Helen on
both holidays, Lorraine has had some unforgettable times – staying on
ranches, taking part in riding lessons and even going to see a rodeo.
Lorraine describes her trips to America as her biggest achievement.
Travelling abroad for the first time was a big undertaking, but Lorraine
was supported every step of the way.

Through person-centred
support, Lorraine’s confidence
and independence has grown
hugely. She is now busy
planning her next holiday
with her boyfriend, Brett.
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Using Personalised
Technology to improve lives
People with learning
disabilities can often
struggle to communicate
how they’re feeling
and can be limited
in their involvement
in activities.
We are one of the UK’s leaders
in the use of Personalised
Technology (PT), sometimes
referred to as assistive
technology. PT supports people
with learning disabilities to
increase their independence,
safety, privacy, choice and
control. We focus on a person’s
ability and what they want to
achieve, rather than their
disability. PT is one of the
core elements of our Fusion
Model of Support.
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“People in the house who have limited
mobility sometimes can’t access
certain items. By installing big switches
around the house, people can be
involved in simple activities like turning
on the kettle or microwave, helping
them to be more independent. We’ve
installed communication buttons for
one of the people we support, which
helps her to freely interact with others.
Another individual is registered blind,
meaning that she is unable to see the
photographs of her food options for the
day. So we’ve provided her with a
talking menu board that she can press
any day of the week and plan exactly
what she’s going to have to eat – she’s
much happier as a result.”
Linzi White Senior Support Worker, at
an Hft residential home in Worcestershire
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Rani’s story
Support work runs in the family for Rani, whose
mum was a support worker for around 20 years,
and seeing first-hand how rewarding her mum
found the role inspired Rani to follow in her
footsteps. For Rani, helping people achieve their
goals and learning new skills every day ensures she
goes home with a smile on her face.
“Support work is the best thing in the world and I literally couldn’t dream
of doing something else. This has been my life since I was 17 and has
been something I’ve wanted to do since I was young because my mum
was a care worker.
“Every day you go home with a sense of achievement and a sense
that you’ve done something important because you know that, without you,
that person might not have been able to do the things they’ve done that
day – and that’s amazing.
“The moment I walked through the doors at Hft I thought, this is the
place I’m going to be in for the rest of my life, and that’s what I intend
to do – everyday there’s more for me to learn.”
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Volunteer of
the year 2017
Mick Hilliam (pictured above
left) has been with Hft for 37
years and in 2017 was awarded
Volunteer of the Year at the staff
Fusion Awards. He started
volunteering with us and this
turned in to a full-time job. Mick
has carried on volunteering
throughout his career with Hft.

“I started volunteering out of work
hours with the people we support
doing swimming, cycling and coaching
athletics in 1985.
“I think once you start something like
this it becomes infectious and it gave
me a buzz and this just carried on
through the years.
“I’ve supported athletes to compete in
many games, including India’s National
Games and European games in
Germany and Belgium. The reward for
me over all the years has been the buzz
it gives me seeing my athletes compete
on a level playing field with a great big
smile on their faces and the fact they
are being allowed to compete whatever
their ability.
“I feel very proud, not just for myself but
for all the athletes that have allowed me
to work alongside them all these years.”
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Emily and Lucy who took on the Wye Valley
Challenge in memory of their Great Uncle

Fundraising
Fundraising activities are
essential to us. We rely on
them to fund our charitable
projects, and to support
people to live the best
lives possible.
Last year people across the country
took on challenges and events to
bring in valuable funds for Hft,
including running the London
Marathon for us, doing cycle rides
and holding events. Without the
much needed support of all our
donors, fundraisers and supporters
we couldn’t keep all our charitable
services going. Services that are
vital to our work.

Thank you to everyone
for their support for us and the
people we support.
Get involved...
hft.org.uk/get-involved
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Jessica, Tanya
and Abby cycling
to raise funds
for a new
sensory room
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Introducing a Dyslexia
Toolkit for our staff
Dyslexia can be a barrier for some people, and a
subject that many find difficult to disclose or discuss.
Carrie Stephenson, Senior Learning and Development Specialist at Hft,
wanted to break down that barrier after seeing first-hand the difficulties
it can create for colleagues.
Carrie organised focus groups with staff teams across Hft who have dyslexia,
to get to the heart of their experiences. Combining her learning and research,
Carrie created a toolkit that provides
support for staff with dyslexia as well as
Carrie pictured receiving her Fusion
guidance for managers. Along with the
Award from Chief Executive Robert
toolkit, a toolbox was sent to all regions
with items for staff to try, including coloured
overlays and a talking calculator – tools
proven to help people manage dyslexia.

As a result of Carrie’s work, we are
now better equipped to support
our colleagues with dyslexia. And
in creating and sharing the toolkit,
Carrie has helped to raise
understanding and awareness of the
challenges people with dyslexia face.
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Championing career
progression
for Hft staff teams
We believe in supporting our staff to develop
within their roles and progress in their careers.
We combine a range of training programmes and work based learning
experiences to enable all our colleagues to develop their skills.
Last year we wanted to go further... We introduced a new career
development programme to support all our colleagues in operations.
The Hft Operations Development Pathway was launched in June 2017.
These year-long development programmes provide learning opportunities
for colleagues wanting to move forward in their career at Hft. We support
individuals to build their skills and experience so that they are ready to
take a step up when the time comes.
The development programmes focus on building colleagues’ skills
around leading people and ultimately promoting positive outcomes
for the people we support.

Since its launch, 64 people have signed up
to take part in the development programme.
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Find your place with #TeamHft
Find out more and watch the video at
hft.org.uk/findyourplace

Find out more at
hft.org.uk
Call us...
0117 906 1700

Central Support
5/6 Brook Office Park, Folly Brook Road,
Emersons Green, Bristol BS16 7FL

@Hftonline
Hftlearningdisabilities
Hftlearningdisabilities
Hft
HftTV
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